
BIOLOGY THESIS STATEMENT

If you are composing a research paper thesis on biology and do not know As a rule, you should place your thesis
statement in the first paragraph of a paper.

New discoveries break every month and provide a playground for constructing new thesis ideas. For example,
if you are arguing for puppies against cats as house pets, be prepared for a reader to think that they like cats
more. Most people know someone who has been diagnosed with cancer. It may take up the whole paragraph
but never be longer than that. We also have guides to help anyone make APA citations for books, websites,
and other sources. A cure for cancer depends heavily on cancer research. Example: To make a peanut butter
and jelly sandwich, you must procure the ingredients, find a knife, and spread the condiments. Don't make
your thesis with the goal of winning over the world on your side. You should comment on how any
uncertainties in your results might be resolved. This style of thesis is perfect for a brief essay that contains
only two or three body paragraphs. This does not automatically disqualify a thesis for distinction, as progress
in a research project varies on a case by case basis. Marine biologists study ocean plant life, coral reefs and
send remote-controlled vehicles deep into the Pacific Ocean's trenches. A good way to make your thesis stand
out is to position it right after the hook. Avoid simple repetition of the results, focusing instead on their
significance in the context of the general aim and the findings of others. Secondly, educated people have
existed for a few thousand years max, so the span of forever is very inaccurate. Without a thesis, your
argument falls flat and your information is unfocused. Strength: Finally, for a persuasive thesis to be strong, it
needs to be arguable. This can be pretty stressful for some students. Instead, we will be looking for the
following: a statement of a general aim, i. This is because it is a sentence that tells the reader what the writer is
going to discuss. A simple essay may include one sentence that contains one topic and one argument. Despite
many branches and subdivisions, biology is a coherent field that operates many unifying concepts. It can direct
your research and your argument so that your essay is tight, focused, and makes readers think. Position: A
thesis statement always belongs at the beginning of an essay. Putting your thesis right after the hook will
ensure that the reader doesn't just glance over it. Several samples are also available below as PDF files. Air
pollution is an added subject that will hinder the writing progress and require a lot of additional sources to
support. This basic five-paragraph essay is typical of middle and high school assignments. Devote a portion of
this section to addressing future directions for your project. It's not impossible to work with it, but an average
reader will get bored fast if they have to pay attention to two separate issues.


